Abstract-In recent years, various applications of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing have been widely used because of its unique advantages, which have played an important role in commerce, communications and other fields. The P2P system is essentially a distributed system, without central servers. Each peer is both client and server, who have the same status. However, some features of P2P networks, such as autonomy, dynamic, and heterogeneity lead to an important problem, namely unreliable quality of service. Unreliable quality of service is usually presented as providing false or unreliable service, impacting customer satisfaction. The establishment of trust models which evaluates capabilities of peers can measure the service capacity of a peer, and identify malicious behavior, thereby reducing the risk of interaction and being an effective technique to ensure the overall availability of P2P networks. A trust model named METrust in P2P networks based on the recommendation is proposed. In METrust, a peer selects recommendation peers whose evaluation criteria are similar, and evaluation criteria of peers are determined through the AHP method (Analytic Hierarchy Process). Each peer in the network has a unique credibility of recommendation, and two trust parameters for updating the credibility of recommendation are introduced, namely updating range and updating strength. METrust proposes algorithms to compute the trust of peers. Simulations show that, the trust model METrust can identify malicious peers, and improve the quality of service in P2P networks effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, P2P (Peer-to-Peer) technologies [1] have been widely used in the vast field for its unique advantages, for example, file sharing, collaboration, instant messaging, communication, e-commerce systems, etc. P2P overlay networks can be divided into structured systems, unstructured systems and other systems with new structures to improve the efficiency of searching in the P2P network [2, 3] . P2P technologies allow people to interact with each other directly via the Internet, which makes it easier to communicate on the network. However, some disadvantages of P2P systems, such as anonymity, autonomy, and other characteristics have also led to some security issues affecting the quality of service of P2P networks. For example, some users suffered because of the malicious deception from illegal seller and no longer do online shopping; online bank accounts of some users were stolen and suffered heavy losses; some users cannot buy desirable commodity due to the lack of experience. Some researches on the trust model [4] [5] [6] in P2P systems show that using trust model can identify malicious peers effectively. Trust models can measure the credibility of the peer in various aspects, which has significance in improving the quality of service in P2P systems.
Trust models have been widely used in e-commerce, distributed computing, recommender systems [5] . Trust models compute the trust value in the peer mainly through the quantitative evaluation system, to forecast the capability of providing service in this peer. A peer's trust value can be the gist of other peers to decide whether they will get service from this peer, and after interactions other peers can update their opinions on the peer providing the service, such as eBay. Currently trust models based on recommendation [6] [7] [8] [9] in P2P systems mainly compute the trust value of the service provider from its own interactive experience and recommendations from other peers. Some characteristics of P2P network such as heterogeneity, autonomy increase the complexity of the trust evaluation, and some researches [5, 6, 7, 9] put forward their trust models to solve certain security problems. However, trust evaluations in these trust models don't consider this condition refers to different preferences exist in different peers. Different peers getting the same service from the same peer will have different views to the peer providing the service who will receive unfair judges, which impacts the quality of service in P2P network.
To be able to get recommendation effectively, this paper proposes a trust model based on recommendation in P2P networks. In the trust model each peer has a unique credibility of recommendation. Experiments and simulation results show that the trust model proposed in this paper can identify malicious peers in P2P networks, and can improve the quality of service effectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section Ⅱ discusses related work on trust models. Section Ⅲ introduces our trust model based on preference and algorithms for computing the trust value. Simulation-based experiments are showed in section Ⅳ. In the last section, we present conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Recommendation-based trust models are now widely used in business companies like eBay [10] and the Amazon [11] . According to the different calculation methods it can be classified into two kinds of models: global trust models and local trust models [12] . In global trust models, a peer can gain other peers' credibility from a view of the network that is wider than his own experience; while in local trust model, a peer gets other peers' credibility by querying some peers providing recommendation. EigenTrust [6] assigns each peer a unique global trust value based on the peer's history of uploads, and presents a distributed and secure method to compute global trust values based on power iteration. But EigenTrust suffers a flaw that it has some pre-trusted peers which are difficult to predefine a default collection of fixed sub-trusted peer in practice. The basic idea of Dou [9] is similar to EigenTrust, but without using pre-trusted peers. Dou's model reduces iteration cost and punishes malicious behavior, but doesn't consider the punishment to dishonest recommendation peers. The paper [9] cancels that default peer set and brings punishment rules for some bad behavior, in this way it reduced the iteration overhead, however, it did not take the difference between peer evaluations into consideration and didn't punish any dishonest recommending peer. Based on the global trust value, SWRTrust [13] added the similar factor of peer scoring behavior to express the peers' recommendation ability, keeps down peers' joint fraud behavior to some extent. SWRTrust computes the global trust value using the similarity of evaluation behavior, but doesn't consider the difference of preferences between two peers. The paper [14] gives a multi-granularity trust model. The paper [15] considers the peer's direct experience and other peers' recommendation together and calculate them with weighted average method, it would brings unfair because it's difficult to determine each peer's weight, which affects the judge of service quality. The paper [16] proposed a trust model aimed to malicious recommendation, the evaluation aimed at the documents provided by the service peer. The paper [17] defined suspicious trading to identify the false feedback. The paper [18] proposed a trust model which is based on probability statistics. The paper [19] evaluated the recommendation trust vector using two-stage fuzzy comprehensive evaluation of fuzzy theory in P2P networks. In local trust model, the Bayesian network-based trust model [7] believes that trust is multi-faceted and peers need to develop differentiated trust in different aspects of other peers' capability. But in this model, the way of computing the credibility of recommendation peer is based on user's subjective view which is unilateral. PeerTrust [8] brings more trust evaluation factors, construct trust from many angles but it also brings high calculation cost. In paper [20] , a peer classification method based on the thought of maximal tree is proposed, which can effectively classify recommendation peers according to their trusted level. AgentTMS is proposed in paper [21] to improve the traditional trust models based on Agent's reputation and activity by leveraging the agent social relationships.
III. TRUST MODEL IN P2P NETWORKS
In P2P network, each peer not only can provide services, but also can obtain services, besides they also can give recommendation of some peers. This paper takes the P2P file-sharing network as an example, and describes the trust relation.
A. Definition of Evaluation Criteria
Inconsistency of peer evaluation criteria will lead to unfair assessment of the service provider, the trust model proposed in this paper take evaluation criteria differences into consideration to solve this problem. Peers need to determine their own evaluation criteria, and provide to the other peers as the interaction reference. The evaluation criteria of the peer weights are realized with n-tuple.
Preferences of various peers in P2P network are different and evaluation criteria in service are also inconsistent. Declaration of preference is proposed in this paper to help interactions. However, weights of preferences of peers are difficult to assign with accuracy sometimes because of some subjective factors. To improve the accuracy in assigning weights of preference for each peer, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [22] is used in this paper.
The AHP is a structured technique for helping people deal with complex decisions. Rather than prescribing a "correct" decision, the AHP helps people to determine one. An AHP hierarchy is a structured means of describing the problem at hand. It consists of an overall goal, a group of options or alternatives for reaching the goal, and a group of factors or criteria that relate the alternatives to the goal. The AHP hierarchy for preference is showed in Fig. 1 . The AHP hierarchy for preference Definition 1. Declaration of preference: after computation by AHP, each peer has a N-tuple for weights of his preference which will be declared in P2P network: preference. A peer can declare his weights in accordance with his preference freely.
B. Trust Computation
In Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, each peer can be used as the service provider and the visitor, and also can provide recommendations at the same time.
Generally, the trust computation in P2P networks is as follows, which was also referred in other paper [23] : , where uses a function based on cosine similarity to describe the degree of similarity between two peers comparing difference of peers' weights.
Definition 4. The direct trust can be computed as follows: 
C. Algorithm to Update the Credibility of
Recommendation Each peer in the trust model METrust has the unique credibility of recommendation, reflecting the credibility of a peer in the P2P system, and embodying the peers' "reputation" in providing recommendation. In the trust model, malicious peer can be identified by updating credibility of recommendation, which can ensure the security of P2P systems. Firstly, we give some related primitives and corresponding semantics as below: 1）The trust evaluation algorithm that Peer i compute the totol turst of response peer j is as follows: 2）After calculation, peer i take the interaction with responder peer j with the maximum trust value and need to perform the evaluation process, evaluation and update algorithm is as follows: 
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IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
A. Simulation Environment
In this paper, the query cycle model [24, 25] is used as the simulator, which constructs a P2P system. Each simulation consists of some simulation cycles. In each simulation cycle, the peer in the system can initiate transaction queries and response to queries; queries are broadcast like Gnutella, via TTL control the size of the query. Peers initiating the query will wait to receive responses and select the peer with the highest trust value JOURNAL OF SOFTWARE, VOL. 9, NO. 5, MAY 2014 1065 from the response list to complete the transaction. In the simulation, peers in the system are divided into two categories: good peers and malicious peers, good peers provide reliable services, and malicious peers provide unreliable services, and have reputation speculation behavior [26] . Basic settings that apply for the experiments are summarized in Table I . Simulation realized EigenTrust model, PeerTrust model used PSM algorithm, and the model proposed in this paper called METrust, and Random model. 1) EigenTrust model is a global trust model, computing the trust using the global credibility.
2) PeerTrust model is a local trust model Based on PSM algorithm. The same responding peers have different trust value for different peers.
3) METrust trust model is a local trust model. Peer in the network has a unique credibility of recommendation. Each peer determines the extent of adoption of recommended peers according to the difference of the evaluation criteria, and update recommended credibility after the interaction.
4) In random model peer randomly select the service peer for download.
The criterion of effects in our experiments is the success ratio of transactions, which is the percentage of the number of successful transactions versus the number of total downloads in a query cycle.
1) Simple malicious peer (IM): responding to queries actively and providing false services;
2) Malicious peer group (CM): malicious peers form a group to carry out joint fraud. Peers in this class have the function as IM class, and also exaggerate the members of the same group and denigrate other good peers;
3) Swing peer group (DM class): In addition to constitute CM class, the malicious peer can provide other peers with trusted transactions and normal feedback by probability f in order to accumulate trust to do some malicious acts; 4) Camouflage peer group (EM class): In addition to constitute CM class, some malicious peers in EM class acts as good peers so as to get high credibility of recommendation, and give high trust to other malicious peers in CM class. 
B. Peers of IM Class
Firstly, the credibility of recommendation of each peer with existing IM class peers is showed in Figure 2 . As can be seen from Figure 2 , because IM class peers provide honest recommendation, the credibility of recommendation of each peer does not reduce in METrust model. In the case of the presence of different scale IM class malicious peers, download success rates of four models are compared. Proportions of malicious peers in all peers are 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%. As Showed in Figure  4 , METrust model, PeerTrust model and EigenTrust model are better than the Random model and can inhibit the IM class malicious peers. In Random model, the download success rate is reducing with increasing proportions of malicious peers. METrust model with IM class peers in network is little difference with PeerTrust model, and download success rates of these two models have a decreasing trend with increasing proportions of malicious peers. EigenTrust model have a certain number of high trusted peers, however this assumption in practice is unreasonable and difficult to operate, with the increasing proportions of malicious peers, and high trusted peers play the more important role, so that when the malicious peer reach the ratio of 30% and 40%, EigenTrust model is also able to achieve the higher download success rate. When malicious peers reach the half of all peers, that's 50% of the system, download success ratios of three models are all low. METrust model and PeerTrust model have little difference when IM class malicious peer exists, but METrust model has obvious advantages compared to other trust models when there are few more cunning malicious peers will be discussed below. In Figures 5 , we compare the load of each peers in four models when the proportion of malicious peers is 40%, i.e. the number that providing unreliable service as a service peer. In all 100 peers, peer 1 to peer 60 are good peers in Figure 5 , and peer 60 to peer 100 are peers in the IM class, and EigenTrust model selected peer 56 to peer 60 as high-trusted peers. As can be seen from Figure 5 , IM class peers don't provide reliable services, and they will not become download sources, so the number of providing reliable services is 0. But In EigenTrust model, when malicious peers reach a certain size, the number of providing services from high trusted peer 56-peer 60 is far higher than normal peers. As In EigenTrust model, there are a certain number of pre-high trusted peers which cumulate their trust with increased interaction cycles and play a more and more important role in the interaction with the increasing scale of malicious peers. The more malicious peers and the less good peers exist in networks, the more dependence of high trust collective will happen, which cannot achieve the load balancing; the download success ratio of EigenTrust model is strongly dependent on high trust peers, which might make high trusted peer overload. While there aren't global trust values in METrust model and PeerTrust model, each peer selects the service peer based on their own preferences, and different peers will select different service peers due to their different evaluation criteria, which will not bring peer overload. 
C. Peers of CM Class
Firstly, the credibility of recommendation of each peer with existing IM class peers is showed in Figure 6 . As can be seen from Figure 6 , in all 100 peers, peer 1 to peer 90 are good peers, and peer 91 to peer 100 are malicious peers, 50% among malicious peers(peer93、96、97、99、 100)consist the CM class, and the remainder is IM class peers. In Figure 6 , the credibility of recommendation of CM class peers is a bit low; while that's of other peers providing honest recommendation have no significant change. Then the changing trend is given that incredible downloads of CM class peers over cycles of four models with 20% malicious peers. As can be seen from Figure 7 , the trend is similar to the Figure 3 , and not goes into details here. In the case of the presence of different scale CM class malicious peers, the download success rates of four models are compared. Proportions of malicious peers in all peers are 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%. As Showed in Figure 8 , EigenTrust model has no action to CM class peers, and malicious peers in CM class will be easier to obtain higher credibility with the increasing of CM class peers; and EigenTrust model does not have punishment mechanism on this kind of false recommendation which causing good peer download success rates decrease significantly. PeerTrust model has little difference with EigenTrust model with CM class peers existing. METrust model can judge false recommendation and CM class malicious peers can be identified, so the result is better. In most cases, METrust model is superior to PeerTrust model and EigenTrust model, when the proportion of malicious peers reaches 30%, download success rates of good peers can reach more than 75%. With 40% malicious peers, loads of each peer in the four models are showed in Figure 9 . The condition is similar to the above situation with IM class peers, and not repeats them here. 
D. Peers of DM Class
Then Figure 10 shows success ratios when the probability f changing from 0 to 0.8 with 30% malicious peers. METrust, proposed in this paper, is superior to other trust models, which can deal with DM class peers. 
E. Peers of EM Class
Firstly, the credibility of recommendation of each peer is showed in Figure 11 . The number of peers is 100, and 1-80 acts as good peers, the other acts as malicious peers. 50% of malicious peers, that's 85,86,87,89,91,94,95, 96, and 98,100, compose EM class peers, and others are IM class peers. Figure 11 shows that the trust model can identify EM class peers. Then Figure 12 compares success rates of four trust models with 30% malicious peers when the proportion of EM class peers changing from 0% to 50%. As showed in Figure 12 , METrust, the trust model proposed in this paper, can better control this kind of malicious behavior. This paper presents a trust model in Peer-to-peer networks. Each peer in the system has a unique credibility of recommendation. Analysis and simulation show that the trust model can evaluate the peer's trust value with the smaller overhead, and identify malicious peers in P2P networks, which improve the quality of service in P2P networks effectively.
